
Switch To A Reusable Boba Cup*
Bring your clean, personal bubble tea cup into the cafe and we
will accept them! Just remember to let us know you don’t need a
straw because we may automatically give you one.

Kindly Put Litter in Bins
Be responsible for your rubbish. Place your straw wrapper
responsibly into our bin provided at the counter after you poke
your straw.

Say No To Plastic Bags
Plastic single-use bags are available upon request but we
encourage you to bring your own reusable bag, or limit this use.

Problematic single-use plastics will be banned across VIC from 1 Feb 2023.
Thank you for supporting our Sustainable Bubble Tea project.

 
 
 
 

3 Ways To Reduce
 Bubble Tea Litter

sustainablebubbletea.org

Tips by KINOI

*Bring a reusable KINOI bubble tea cup at participating stores and get 10% off or a discount
on your drink order. Ask if your regular bubble tea shop offers this.

Protect Port Phillip Bay
Sustainable Bubble Tea is a project that aims to reduce bubble tea plastic litter surrounding Port Phillip Bay and promote reusable bubble
tea cups. We hope to support Victorian bubble tea retailers and residents for the upcoming Victorian Government Single-use plastic ban in
February 2023. This project is supported by the Recycling Victoria Communities Fund, delivered by Sustainability Victoria on behalf of the
Victorian Government. The project is delivered by Tangaroa Blue Foundation and KINOI with support from the Cities of Melbourne,
Maribyrnong, and Greater Dandenong.

 

Protect our Port Phillip Bay

Sustainable Bubble Tea is a project that aims to reduce bubble tea plastic litter surrounding Port Phillip Bay and to promote reusables. We hope to 
support Victorians for the upcoming single-use plastic ban in February 2023. This project is supported by the Circular Economy Communities Fund, 
delivered by Sustainability Victoria on behalf of the Victorian Government.

The project is delivered by Tangaroa Blue Foundation and KINOI with support from the Cities of Melbourne, Maribyrnong, and Greater Dandenong.


